Gwinnett Teachers Embrace Innovative
Approach to Urban Conservation Education

Thanks to Gwinnett County's Soil and Water Conservation District and its regional partners,Gwinnett's Archer
School Cluster is piloting “AgSTEM” a vertically-aligned teaching strategy that integrates aquaponics and
smart technology into academic learning.

AgSTEM began when members of Gwinnett's Conservation District team visited Auburn University's nationally renown
aquaculture program. Here (photo, far left), Sherman Green (on left) with USDA/NRCS' ACES, talks with Auburn's Dr.
David Cline (on right) discussing the engineering of an aquaponics system. Mr. Green is one of the technical experts
available during the AgSTEM pilot to assist Archer teachers and students with systems set-up and maintenance.
LAWRENCEVILLE, GA (July 29, 2020) - Despite challenges imposed by COVID-19, teachers in Gwinnett
County's Archer School Cluster are excited about teaching science this fall. The Cluster has embraced an
innovative educational pilot called AgSTEM, engaging aquaponics, smart technology and an impressive line-up
of regional partners to enrich student learning.
Seeded through the Gwinnett's Soil and Water Conservation District (GSWCD), AgSTEM introduces aquaponics
as the key part of a resource-rich tool kit for teaching STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) in
Kindergarten through twelfth grades. The classroom-sized systems connect fish tanks to growing platforms in a
circulating system that grows vegetables and herbs without requiring soil. As part of AgSTEM, students will also
use customized smart technology that imbeds coding and robotics to monitor and manage the aquatic
environment. In addition, Archer teachers are developing instructional material that connects the science to real
world issues like food security, global resources conservation and human impacts upon the natural environment.
When the District was recognized for its “Urban Conservation Education Tool Kit” concept in a grant funded by
the USDA/Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), the District turned to the Upper Ocmulgee
Resources Conservation & Development (RC&D) to help manage the project. According to Tixie Fowler, District
Program Assistant for Gwinnett's Conservation District and AgSTEM's grant manager, AgSTEM “quickly grew
wings” attracting regional partners interested in the program's educational, agricultural and entrepreneurial
components. She emphasized the contributions of Dr. Justin Ballenger who oversees the STEM Education
Innovation Lab (SEI Lab) at Mercer University/Atlanta, and Dr. Jay Shelton at UGA's Warnell School of Forestry
and Natural Resources.
“Between the expertise and resources offered by Dr. Shelton and Dr. Ballenger, AgSTEM's potential
skyrocketed,” commented Fowler. “For instance, in addition to teaching STEM subjects, Archer's teachers are
envisioning a cluster-wide, student-managed farmers market, donating a significant amount of fresh produce to
local food co-ops and and feeding hungry student families. Dr. Ballenger reached out to his contact at Clark
Atlanta University and with their help, we've added an exciting entrepreneurial element to AgSTEM's resources
kit.”
(continued on back)

According to Fowler, aquaponics isn't meant to replace school gardens, nor is it being mandated by Archer's
school administrators. Yet every school in the Cluster chose to participate, led by STEM team leaders who gave
up part of their summer vacations to learn. An elite team of grad students attending Mercer's SEI Lab program
created and led the professional development program, reacting nimbly when the planned hands-on workshop
had to go virtual. From living rooms and camp sites, Archer educators connected via Zoom for weekly
instruction. Offline, they worked in teams to develop creative instructional strategies that connect to standards
they will soon be teaching.
“Aquaponics in the classroom isn't new; in fact, there are some excellent programs in place in several Gwinnett
classrooms,” explained Fowler. “What makes AgSTEM unique is that it's being implemented in every school
and every grade level within a single cluster, teachers are connecting the aquaponics systems to STEM
standards then taking it a step further by making it inter-curricular. And the instructional strategies they're
developing will be shared with their teaching peers statewide.”
Even the looming uncertainty of how COVID-19 would impact the upcoming school year didn't seem to
discourage Archer from integrating aquaponics into their lesson plans this fall. Archer STEM Connections
Coach Eric Stoker has been feeding 500 koi babies in tanks at his home this summer, readying them for
distribution to the schools. UGA Warnell has been growing tilapia and basil earmarked for Archer, and
according to Stoker, incubating wild trout for a permitted release into the Chattahoochee River is also part of his
AgSTEM instructional plans.
“We're excited about this opportunity,” said Stoker. “Once the students are able to come back into the
classrooms, AgSTEM and its capacity for hands-on learning is going to really take off. But even with school
being virtual for now, we've got this. Archer teachers are ready to get AgSTEM rolling.” # # #

Tilapia being grown by UGA Warnell are
earmarked for Archer's “AgSTEM starter
kit”, along with fresh basil.

Archer's AgSTEM is supported by the following sponsors and partners:

